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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
In this paper we study relations of the scattering kernel of the wave 
equation in an exterior domain and a convex obstacle. In [6,7] Soga 
studied this problem and obtained partial results. We strengthen his results 
and obtain a characterization of a convex obstacle by singularities of the 
scattering kernel. 
First we briefly explain several notations that appeared in the scattering 
theory of Lax and Phillips [ 1,2]. The solution of an initial problem for the 
wave equation 
Llu=(a*/at*-d)u=O in R”xR 
a44/atqx, 0) = fi(x), j=O, 1 
is represented by a one-parameter unitary group { Uo(t)} on H,, = 
ufi,f*); JR” WA I*+ If2 I’> d x < cc } with the infinitesimal generator 
(2 A). Then there exists a unitary operator T,+ (T; ) from HO to 
L*(R x S”- ‘), which is the outgoing (incoming) translation representation, 
such that T&tJ,,(t)=T(t)T,’ and T$D,f =L2,(RxS”-l), where T(t) is 
the right translation on R, D$ = {f~fJ,; CU,(t)Sl(x)=O if IxI> kf> 
and L:(RxS”-‘)= {g( s,co)~L*(RxS”-‘);g(s,o)=O, fs<O}. 
Next we consider the wave equation in an exterior domain. Let 0 be a 
compact obstacle in R” (n 2 2) with a smooth boundary %2 and a connec- 
ted complementary domain 0 = R”\B. The solution of an initial value 
problem with the Dirichlet boundary condition 
clu=o in DxR 
u=o on iX2xR 
aju/atqx, 0) = sj, j=O, 1 
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is also represented by a one-parameter unitary group (U(t)} on H = 
{(fi,f2);SR(Iaxfl12+lf212}d x < oo,fi = 0 on X2} with the infinitesimal 
generator (i A). In this case an object corresponding to Dz is D * = 
{~EH,,; [U,,(t)](x)=0 if IxI> &t+r, ft>O), where 0 is contained in 
{x; 1x1 <r}. Since lJIER U(t)D,? is a dense set of H, we can uniquely 
define a unitary operator from H to L2( R x S” - ’ ); T + f = T(t) To+ U( -t) f 
(T-f=T(t)T,-U(-t)f)iffEU(t)D,?, which is the outgoing (incoming) 
translation representation for an exterior problem. 
Using these translation representations, we define the scattering 
operator, which is a unitary operator on L*(R x S”- ‘), by 
S= T+(T-)-‘. 
Majda [3] and Soga [7] show that there exists a distribution kernel 
S(s, 8, O)E Cm(S”-’ xS”-‘\D; Y(R)), where D= {(O,O); OES”~‘}, 
which is called the scattering kernel, such that 
(Sk- )(s, 0) = j-j- S(s -s’, 8, w) k_ (s’, w) ds’ do. 
Moreover they prove the following representation formula of the scattering 
kernel, 
qs, 8,~) = K(S) qe - 0) + I,, {a;-2a~(~, xe - S; 0) 
-vea:-i~(~,xe-~;o)}ds,, (l-1) 
where v is the unit outer normal to 22, K(s) is equal to 6(s) if n is odd and 
is equal to i(u.p.s~‘)/x if n is even, and u(x, ~;o)EC~(R”XS”-‘;~“(R)) 
is the solution of the equation 
q u=o in QxR 
u= -2-‘( -2ni)‘-“6(t-xo) on llQxR (1.2) 
u=o for t < -r. 
We consider the support function of an obstacle 0 defined by 
rO(o) = min{xo; x E ~%2}, 
where o E R”. We say Lo is convex when for all x, y E 0 the segment 
xy= (z; z=ax+(l -ol)y, CLE [O, 11) is contained in 0. The relation of a 
convex obstacle and singularities of the scattering kernel is as follows: 
THEOREM 1. An obstacle 0 for an exterior problem is conuex if and only 
if, for any 0 E S-l, singsupp S(., -0,o) = { -2r,(o)}. 
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In [6-81 Soga proves that if 0 is not convex, then S(*, -0, o) has more 
than two singularities and that, for any obstacle 0, singsupp S( a, -0, CD) 3 
-2r,(o) for OE S”- ‘. Therefore if we prove the following theorem, we 
have Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. If an obstacle 0 of an exterior problem is convex, then for 
any oES”-’ the intersection of singsupp S( ., -0, w) and {s E R; 
s# -2r,(o)} is empty. 
In Section 3, using a fundamental theorem for propagation of 
singularities of a solution of a mixed problem in Melrose and Sjostrand 
[4], we prove Theorem 2. 
2. PROPAGATION OF SINGULARITIES FOR AN EXTERIOR PROBLEM 
WITH A CONVEX OBSTACLE 
First we shall explain generalized bicharacteristics for an exterior 
problem. Let 6 be a compact subset of R” with a smooth boundary &2 
such that Q = R”\O is connected. We may assume that the original point 0 
of R” belongs to kX2 and the unit inner normal vector of Q at 0 is e, = 
(O,..., 0, 1). Then there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 such that 
Un a&? c (x E R”; x, = g(x’)} and U n 52 t {x E R”; x, > g(x’)}, where 
g(x’) is some smooth function of x’= (xi,..., x,- ,). By a coordinate trans- 
formation from U to another neighbourhood V of 0 such that yi = xi 
(i = l,..., n - l), yn =x, - g(x’) we have the following canonical transfor- 
mation x, from T*U to T*V: 
yi =xi (i#n), Yn = x, - g(x’) 
vi = ti + (a&O/a-d t, (i f n), rn = Ll. 
(2.1) 
By this canonical transformation the wave equation becomes a second-or- 
der differential operator defined in V whose principal symbol is 
-(I + Iw2mtl” -(Vg.rt’Y(l+ Iw2)~2 v-2) 
+ {I?‘I’-~‘-mM1+ IW2))/(1 + Iw*H> 
where Vg = (ag/ax, ,..., Bg/ax,- ,), 9’ = (ql ,..., qn- ,), and r is the covariable 
of t. 
Let y’(z) = (y,(z),..., y,-,(z)) be the solution of 
wiaz, = - wg/(l + iwww 
y’(0) = z’. 
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Since 8y’/&‘(z’, 0) = E, _ 1, we can solve an equation y’ = y’(z’, zn) and 
obtain the solution z’ = d(y’, z,). By a coordinate transformation z’ = b( JJ), 
z, = Y,, from V to W, which is a neighbourhood of 0, the following 
canonical transformation x2 is made: 
z’ = 4(Y)? zn = Y” 
i’ = ‘(aY’/w(4(Y), YJV’? (2.3) 
in =vn - ((Vg*Ml+ IW2MY’). 
Here when (x2 0x1)(x, t, l, t) = (z, t, [, r) with XE 8~2, 5 is a tangential 
(normal) direction of 32 at x if and only if i, = 0 (5’ = 0). The principal 
symbol of the second-order differential operator defined in W, which is 
reduced from the wave equation by x2 0 x, , is 
-~~+I~~12~c~~+{Ir~~~/~Y’~5’1*-~* 
-(Vg’(W~Y’) i’)‘/(l + IW2WU + IVgl’)l 
= -(1+IVg12){1~+~(z,i’,~)} 
(2.4) 
= P(Z, 6 i, T), 
where the first and second equalities are definitions of Y(Z, [‘, c) and 
p(z, t, c, r), respectively. 
Let W+ = {ZE W; z, >O} and IV“= {ZE W; z, =O}. Then a subset C, 
of (T*( W+ x R)\O) u (T*( II@ x R)\O) is the following set: If (z, t, [, r) E 
C, n (T*( W+ x R)\O), then p(z, t, [, z) =0 and if (z’, t, c’, T) E 
Z:, n (T*( IV’ x R)\O), then there exists 5, such that p(z’, 0, t, i’, [,, r) = 0. 
Moreover we define various conic subsets of Cb. Put 2: = 
C, n (T*( W+ x R)\O) and Ci = ( (z’, t, [‘, T) E C, n (T*( H@ x R)\O); 
r(z’, 0, c’, r) CO}. Then the complementary set G = C,\(Cg u Ci) = 
((z’, t, 1;‘, r) E T*( p x R)\O; r(z’, 0, c’, r) = 0} is called a glacing surface. 
For k>,2 we put 
Ct * = { (9, t, (‘, T) E G; (H+,)(z’, 0, t, (‘, 0, T) = 0, 
j 6 k - 1, T (H~,)(z’, 0, t, i’, 0, T) > O}, 
where HP is the Hamilton vector field of p. We shall also define 
CT = {(z’, t, C’, z) E G; (Hi,z,)(z’, 0, t, C’, 0, z) = 0 for all j 4 0} 
and 
cp,= (J (ZJidf uJp-)uqy. 
j  3 k 
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Let B, be a quotient space of {(z’, 0, t, [, r) E T*( Wx R)\O; p(z’, 0, t, c, r) 
= 0} by the following identification: (z’, 0, t, 5, r) N (F’, 0, i; c Z) if and only 
if z’ = f’, t = t, 5’ = F, c, = - rm’,, r = ?. Then we can identify Cb with 
a?$! v B,. 
The following lemma is very easy. 
LEMMA 3. If an obstacle 0 is convex, then for any o E S”- ‘, {XE X2; 
v(x) = u} is equal to a convex set (x E a.0; x0 = r,(w)}. 
Proof: Let x0 E a0 with v(xO) = w. Then a hypersurface aB is tangent 
to a hyperplane (x; (X-X&J = 0} at x0. If xOo > TO(o), there exists a 
segment m=(crx,+(l--a)~,; ~o[O,l]}, where x,~a.Q and x10= 
rO(o), which is contained in 52 and is transversal to a hyperplane {x; 
(x - x,,)o = 0} at x,,. This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4. If Lo is convex, then .Zjk, + v Cik+ L+ v Ciki ‘-- is an empty 
set for any kz 1. 
ProoJ Let (z’, t, c’, r) E Z: * and (x2 0 x,)(x0, to, to, TO) = (z’, 0, t, 
c’, 0, t). We consider a local coordinate near x0 such that x0 is the original 
point of R” and v(x”) = e,. Then KJ is expressed by x0 = g(x’) near 0, 
where g(x’) 5 0 by Lemma 3. Since the Poisson bracket is invariant under a 
canonical transformation, we have 
(HA ,e,2Yk - g(x’)) = 0 at x=x0 (j-ck) 
T (Hz?- ,C,2Jk(X” - dx’)) > 0 at x=x’. 
(2.5) 
Let (x(t), t, to, r”) be a null bicharacteristic curve of r* - 1 t )* passing 
through (x0, to, to, r”) at t = to. Then the condition (2.5) is equal to the 
condition 
(d’ldt’)(x,( t) - g(x’( t)) ( f = ro = 0 Lick) 
T  (~k/~tkkz(t) - g@‘(t)) If= p > 0. 
(2.6) 
If we use the facts (HT2-,Ic~)jx, =0 if jz2 and H,a_,c,2(g(x’))Jx,=o = 
-2 xi <j(ag/axj)(0) =0 by g(x’)lO and g(0) = 0, from (2.6) we get 
(d/dt)‘(g(x’(t)) llzto = 0 (j< k) and + (d/dt)k(g(x’(t)))(,=,~ >O. These 
imply that k is even and (d/dt)k(g(x’( t))) If = p < 0, because g(x’) S 0 and 
g(0) = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
We define a ray y; 1-r Z‘,, where I is an interval of R, such that (i) if 
y(so) EC;, then y(s) is differentiable at so and y’(so) = H,(y(s,)); (ii) if 
y(s,)Ez~u~~-, then y(s)~Z: for (s-so ( #O small; (iii) if y(s,) E 
Z2 + u ZC) and we write y(s) = (z(s), t(s), C(s), r(s)), then (z’(s), t(s), i’(s), 
r(s), z,(s)) is differentiable at s=so with the derivative (H,o(z’((so), t(so), 
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[‘(s,), 7(s,J), 0), where r,,(z’, t, c’, 7) = - (1 + IVg I’) r(z’, 0, C’, 7). Let & = 
{(x, 6 t-97) E T*(R”+ ‘)\O; xEasz}andB,=B,n{(~,t,r,z)ET*(R”+~)\O; 
72 - ) 5 ) 2 = O}. Then quotient spaces B of &, and B of B, are defined by the 
following identification: (x, t, <,7) w  (X, < r, Z) if and only if x=X, 5 - r= 
(n(x), 5 - g) n(x) and 7 = - 7, w h ere n(x) is the unit inner normal of 852 at x. 
Then (x2 a-l naturally induces a mapping from Zzu B, to 
{(x, 6 5,7) E T*(Q x W\O; 72 - 1 r I2 = 0) u B. By [4] we call the ray 
(x2 ~~~)-‘(y(s)) a generalized bicharacteristic of the wave equation in U, 
where we regard y(s) as a ray on Et u B,. 
When an obstacle 0 is convex, a generalized bicharacteristic of the wave 
equation in U is very easy even if .EF is not empty. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (0, 7 E E)E B0 with I el = 1, E = ) 1, such that 
((x2 0 x1)(0, i; r, E)) E Z,\(Ct u ,Z’A u Z2- ). Then u generalized bicharuc- 
teristic passing through (0, < r, E) is equal to u null bichuructeristic passing 
through the same point. 
Proof Let y,(s) be a generalized bicharacteristic passing through 
(0, t, c E) at s=sO. If x(s’) EQ, then since y,(s) is a bicharacteristic of 
72 - I < I 2 near s = s’, {y i(s); I s 1 s’ ( < S} is a segment of a line. Therefore 
by a convexity of 0 and Lemma 4 we have the following two cases: 
(i) y1(s)~.Z~ifs~(s0-S,s0)u(s,,s,+6)f0rs0me6>0. 
(ii) There exists a closed interval [s,, s2] containing s0 such that 
y(s)~Cj,~) for SE [s,, s,], where y(s) = (x2 ~x~)(y,(s)). In the case (i) our 
statement is clear. We consider the case (ii). Put y(s)= (x2 ~x~)(y,(s))= 
(z(s), t(s), i(s), 7(s)). Then for all s E [sl, s2] we have z,(s) = 0, (z’(s), t(s), 
C’(s), 7(s)) is a null bicharacteristic of r,,(z’, t, c’, z), and i,(s) = 0. Since 
rO(z’, t, i’, 7) = T* - I C’ I2 + (Vg(z’) . C’)2/( 1 + lVg(z’) 12), for s E [s,, s2], 
(z’(s), t(s), i’(s), 7(s)) satisfies the equation 
dtlds = 27, dzlds = 0, 
dz’/ds= -25’+2(Vg.5”)Vg/(l+ IVg12), 
d[‘/ds = 2( (a2g/ax’ax’) Vg)(Vg . C’)2/( 1 + ) Vg I 2)2 
(2.7) 
-2((~‘g/~x’~x’)i’)(Vg.5’)/(1+ lVg12), 
and (z’h), t(d Us,), 7(d) = (0, ?; ?, 6). Put (x(s), t(s), 5(s), 7(s)) = 
(x2 v1)-'(W5 0, f(s), 0, 7(s)). Then 
x'(s) = z'(s), x,(s) = dz'(s)h 
5’(s) = i’(s) -Vg(z’b))(Vg(z’(s)). i’(s)Ml + IV&‘(s)) I23 (2.8) 
Lb) = F&‘(s))- W)Ml + IVgW)) I’). 
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The null bicharacteristic (x(t, s), t, <(t, s), r(t, s)) passing through (x(s), 
t(s), t(s), z(s)) at t = t(s) is 
t= t, z(t, s) = E, 
46 s) = 4s) - ES(S)(f - t(s)), (2.9) 
636 s) = e(s). 
By (z’(s), t(s), c’(s), z(s)) E Clp) for s E [sr, s2] we have 
H2 r~-,C,~(~, - g(x’)) =0 at (x(s), t(s), l(s), r(s)). This condition is 
equivalent to 
&X&Y s) - g(x’(c 4wt2 L(S) 
= - ((a2g/ax’ax’)(x’(s)) r’(s)). 5’(s) = 0 
for all so [s,, s2] by (2.9). Using (2.8) we can rewrite the above condition 
as 
((~‘&‘(~))/~x’w i’(s)). C(s) 
= 2w2gww i’(s))*vg)wg~Ml+ IW2) 
- (( (a2g/aX’aX’) Vg) . Vg)(Vg . [‘)2/( 1 + 1 vg (2)? (2.10) 
Put A(s) = (Vg)(z’(s)) . [‘(s). Th en by Vg(0) =0 and (2.7) we have 
A(s,) = 0 and 
dA/ds(s) = - 2(((a2g/ax’ax’)(z’(s))) (I’(s)). l’(s) 
+ a(s) A2(s) + b(s) A(s), (2.11) 
where a(s) and b(s) are some smooth functions. By (2.10) and (2.11) we 
have 
dA/ds(s) + a(s) AZ(s) + j?(s) A(s) = 0 
for SE [s,, s,], where a(s) ,and b(s) are smooth functions. This implies 
.4(s) 3 0 for s E [s, , s2] by the uniqueness theorem of ordinary differential 
equations. 
Now we can easily solve Eq. (2.7). Then (2.8) is 
t(s) = t+ 2&(S - so), Z = E, 
x’(s) = - 2p(S - so), 5’(s) = %, 
x,(s) = g( - EYs - %)), 5,(s) = 0. 
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Since 2Vg( - 2p(s - so)) 5’ = - a( g( - 2p(s - s,))/ds = 0 and g(0) = 0, we 
have g( - 2r(s - se)) = 0. This implies that (x(s), t(s), t(s), z(s)) is the null 
bicharacteristic of rz - 15 I* passing through (0, ?, F, E) at s = sO. This com- 
pletes the proof of Proposition 5. 
Let u(x, t) E Q’(Q x R) satisfy the boundary value problem 
q u=f(x, t)EP(BxR) 
ulaQX,=g(x,t)EP(aQXR). 
(2.12) 
According to [4] we define a wave front set of u(x, t) as a solution of 
q u = f(x, t) E Coo(Q x R). A wave front set WF,(u) p(sZ x R)\O u B is 
defined in the following way: 
(a) If p = (x, t, 5, z) E T*(S2 x R)\O, then p 4 WF,(u) if and only if 
~+WF(ul,x.). 
(b) If p = (x, t, 5, z) E B, then p 4 WF,(u) if and only if there exist a 
local coordinate K defined in a neighbourhood W of x with 
~(352 n W) c { y; y, = 0} and k(S2 n W) c { y; y, > 0}, and a properly sup- 
ported pseudodifferential operator A(y’, t, D,,, D,) of order 0 with a com- 
pact support, which is elliptic at (y’, t, q’, z), where (y’, 0, q’, q,,) = (K(X), 
‘(Drc/Dx)-I<), such that A(y’, t, D,,, Dt)(~o~-l)(,,sy~sE EP(R~-’ x 
[0, E] x R) for some E > 0. Here y’ = (y, ,..., y,- 1). By Proposition 1.2 of [4] 
the above definition of WF,(u) n T*(XJ x R)\O is independent of a local 
coordinate IC. 
Let 0 = R”\S2 be a convex set. The null bicharacteristic y(t; p) passing 
through p = (X, < r, E), where X E s2, E* = 1, and I cl = 1, is t = t, x(t) = 
x - E<( t - T), z(t) = E and t(t) = F. If this ray transversally hits &2 at t = to, 
then by a convexity of 0, x(t)~:52 for t EZ, where Z= (-co, to) or (to, co) 
and ZEI i: In this case we define a broken Hamilton ray yb(t; p) by 
~dt; P) =~(t; P) for toZ and yb(t;p)=(X-~~(to-~)--~(f’-2<nn, 
r> n)(t - to), t, r- 2 <n, F> n, E) for t E R\Z, where n = n(3 - .$((tO -i)) is 
the unit inner normal of X? at X - ET( t,, - 7). If r(t; p) never meets a0 or 
~(t; p) tangentially hits X& then yb(t, p) = ~(t; p), where we regard yb(t; p) 
as an element of B if x(t,) E &2. 
Using Proposition 5 and a fundamental theorem on propagation of 
singularities fo Melrose and Sjiistrand, we can prove the following 
THEOREM 6 (see Theorem 5.10 of [ 51). Let 0 = R”\S2 be a compact con- 
vex set and u be a solution of the boundary value problem (2.12). Then 
WF,(u) is contained in {yb(t; p) E ((T*(a x R)\O) u B; t E R, p = (x, t, 5, z) 
with T*- I~j’=O} and if yb(t; P)E WF,(u) for some t, then yb(t; p)~: 
WF,(u) for all t E R. 
In the next section, using this theorem we check singularities of the 
solution v(x, t; 0) of (1.2). 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let 0 be a compact convex obstacle and n(x) be the unit inner normal of 
%2 at xE&?. We say that a set (xE%2; (n(x), 0)50} ({xEX$ 
(n(x), o) > 0}) is the illuminated (shadow) region on 80 relative to the 
direction o. When ZE~Q belongs to the illuminated region on %2 
relative to the direction o, a ray yO( t; p) = {(o - 2( n(x), o ) n(x))t, t, 
- E(O - 2(n(f), w) n(Z)), E); t 2 &} passing through p = (a, fo, 
- E(O - 2(n(Z), w) n(Z)), E) = ( x, Xo, - EO, E) in B, where .s2 = 1, is called 
the outgoing null bicharacteristic passing through p. If 2 E &2 is in the 
shadow region on &2 relative to o, the outgoing null bicharacteristic 
yo(t; p) passing through p = (2, Z:o, - EO, E) E B is defined as the half-null 
bicharacteristic passing through p in t 2 XW. 
Let us check singularities of the solution u(x, t; o) of Eq. (1.2) i.e., 
q v=o in Qx R, 
v=c, qt-xw) on &?xR, (3.1) 
v = 0, t-c -Y, 
where c, = - 22’( - 27ri)‘-“. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let 0 be a convex obstacle and v(x, t; co) be the solution 
of (3.1). Then we have the following: 
(i) WF,(o)c {y&p); p=(x,xo,-&O,E)EB, xEaq. 
(ii) For each point of the shadow region on 852 relative to o, there 
exists a neighbourhood U in R” of the point such that v(x, t; w) is equal to 
c, 6( t - xw) mod C” function on (U n 0) x R. 
(iii) Let K be a mapping from B to T*(aSZ x R)\O such that 
71(~,t,5,~)=(x,t,5-(n,9)n,z). Then WF(a,olaaxR)uWF(oI,,,.)c 
n(B,), where B, = {(x, XW, - EO, E) E B}. 
Proof: The wave front set of S(t - xo) is a set {(x, xo, - EO, 
E) E T*(R” x R)\O; a2 = 1 }. Put u(x, t; o) = u(x, t; w) - c, s(t - xo). Then 
u(x, t; w) satisfies the equation 
q u=o in S2xR 
u=o on XJxR 
u= -c, @t-xco), t< -r. 
By Theorem 6 we have WF,(u) c {yb(t; p) E (T*(ln x R)\O) u B; p = (2, Xw, 
- EO, E), Z-0 < -r, s2 = l}. We assume that the null bicharacteristic 
Y(C P) = tot, t, -a~, a) passing through p = (X, XO, -.SEW, E) with 
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Xoc -r hits aQ at t=t, and otEi2 if t<t,. Then by Lemma3 we have 
( - n(wt,), CD) 2 0, which means that ot, E dS2 belongs to the illuminated 
region on &2 relative to o. Therefore we have proved the statement (ii). 
By easy calculations WF,(G(t - xo)) c {(x, xo, -CO, E) E 
(T*(QxR)\O)uB; c2= l}. Thus WF,(o)c{y,(t;p)~(T*(QxR)\0uB; 
p = (2, CD, -&CD,&) with ,k~< -r, s2= l}u {(x, xo, -EEO,E)E 
(T*(!J x R)\O) u B; .s2 = 1 }. Since u = 0 if t < - r, the null bicharacteristic in 
T*(Q x R)\O passing through (X, Xo, - EW, E) with Xo < - r never meets 
WF,(o). This implies the statement (i). 
We may prove that WF(avoldS).R)u WF(uIanXR) c n(WF,(u)nB) to 
prove (iii), because WF,(u) n DC B, by (i). Let x1, x2 be the coordinate 
transformations defined by (2.1) (2.3), respectively. Put K = x2 0 x1. 
Then we have (G(X) a,u) 0 Ic -l=a/azn(uoK-l), where G(x) = 
- (1 + jVg(x’)12))-1’2. (X, i; r, 7) $ n(WF,(u) n B) means that (X, < r+ 
an(X), f) 4 WF,(u) n B for all a E R. Let ~(2, i) = (Z’, 0, i) and 
(‘(Drc/Dx)-‘(X, fl)(r, Z) = (f, 0, Z). By the definition of WF,(u) there exists 
a properly supported pseudodifferential operator A(z’, t, D,,, D,) of order 0 
with compact support, which is elliptic at (z’, t’, g’, r), such that 
for some E > 0. This implies that (Z’, i; f,f) 4 WF( (u 0 K - ‘) ( zn =0) u 
WF((G(x) a,u)OK -’ ) I z. =J. Therefore we have that (X, t c, Z) does not 
belong to WF(u I anxduWF(G&UI aRx R). Since G(x’) is non-zero, we 
have the desired statement (iii). This completes the proof of Proposition 7. 
The following lemma is easily proved by a change of variable and the 
definition of wave front set. 
LEMMA 8. Let f(x) E C”(R”) and g(x) E b'(R") with Vf(x) = 0 on 
supp g. Then if (x, & Vf(x)) n WF(g) = 0, we have 
I eiufcx)g(x) dx = 0( I (T I -“). R” 
Now we can easily prove Theorem 2. Let a(s) be a C,“(R) function such 
that 0 5 a(s) 5 1, a(s) = 1 for I s[ < l/2, a(s) =0 for IsI > 1, and set 
a,(s) = a(s/2e), where E > 0. For fixed w  E S”- ’ and s,, E R we consider the 
Fourier transform of a,(s - q,) S(s, -0, w). From (1.1) it follows that 
FCa,(s - so) SO, -w,o)l(~) 
= 
f 
eio(s + .x-w) a,( -xw -s - so) 
dRxR 
x ~vwa:-~~(~, S; 0) + a:-2avufx, S; 0) dr, ds,. (3.2) 
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By the statement (iii) of Proposition 7 both wave front sets of 
v4x, s; ~)laSlxR and 8: - *JY u(x, s; o) 1 aR X R are contained in 
W,) = ((4 xw, --EO + E(II(X), 0) n(x), E) E T*(&2 x R); E* = l}. Since 
EV(S + xwlan) = (Em - &(4X), 0) n(x), E), G, s, F; Z) E ((x9 $3 
sV(s + xo Ian)); (x, s) E 852 x R} n z(B,) if and only if 5= .Izo, Z = 1, and 
w  = (n(Z), 0) n(x). The last condition is equal to 2~ {x; 
xw = r,(o)} u {x; xo = q,(w) = max{ yw; y E %2> by Lemma 3. Therefore 
if sO is not -2r,(o) or -Q,(o), for small E we have 
F[cr,(s -s,,) S(s, -0, o)](a) = O( 10 I -“) by Lemma 8. This implies that 
S(s, -0, w) is smooth at s=so. When so = -2q,(o), by Lemma 3 a point 
x such that xo = q,(o) belongs to the shadow region of XI relative to o. 
From (3.2) and (ii) of Proposition 7 it follows that 
FCW + %d@)) a --WY o)l(a) 
= 
I 
eia(s+xo)f(x, s; w) ds dS, = 0( ( Q I-“), 
LYRXR 
where f(x, s; o) E CF(XJ x R). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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